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Mr. Chairman.

my colleagues

."
PUHIJ C WORKS

AND

1982

and I are pleased

to be invited

to testify today

on the status of the cleanup of Three Mile Island Unit 2 and the implications
that a prolonged cleanup might have on the health and s~fety of the general
public and the TMI-2 work force.

Before I introduce

Dr. B~rnard Snyder who

will present the more detailed

portions of our testimony

like to make a few preliminary

remarks.

Although

it hardly

I •...
Ias sent

seems possible,

to Three

Mile

Island

my most vivid recollections
shortly thereafter

effectively

during

the

three

accid~nt

years

hAve passed

in r'~arc.:h 1979.

since

'0

b

One of

.-.i

of the period during the accident and the weeks

;s of the cooperative

the l1Iany organizations,

brinq the situation

more than

today. I would

and

individuals

under control.

It

-- almost infectious
govern:ncnts
W3S

who worked togp.thC!r to

e monumental

nnn p.fficiently with one ultimate

spirit -- of

effort carri!d out

goal - to eliminate

the danger

to the public and the environment.
In the midst of al~ this n~tional attention

~nd selfless

cooperation.

I could

hardly have guessed that three years later I wou1d be sitti~g here before a
Senate subcoliiTliltee

at TMI-2.

testifying

While the cleanup

find the sharp

co~trast

about

is progressi~gt

between

~~t~2tion very discomforting.

the continuing

the active
Accordingly

threat

posed by conditions

its p~cc is painfully slow.
progress

early-on

I

and the current

I ~ave hpen e~p~~~izin9

:~ all

._---_ .._--_.-

-- ._---_.-

of Harold

~estir,iO;)y

R. Denton

who ccn p1ay some role

-2.

in the

cleanup

that

the

potential

for

harm to both

I

the public and TMl workers
likelihood

ot an accident

still exists.

Although

involving

a releasE.of

currently

contained

the radioactive

materials

the pussibility

will certainly

I ~m committed,

as 1 know the Commission

we believe
~~gn;ficant

is. to seeing

all potential

assessment
that

expressed

a "greater

prerequisite

i.l

assurance

that the entire cleanup

for mishaps.

will need to be resolved.

in Chairman

rederal

Pal1adino's

participation

to an acceptably

recent

in assuring

rapid

financial
program.

to bring about the safe and expeditious

c1 eanup act; vi ti es .
'

I agree with the

letter

r~~~est;ng Federal support for some form of cleanup
necun

the fundamental

1I

(cleanup)

at present,

;5 further delayed.

In order. to move ahead as swiftly as safety will p~rmit,
issue of "financial

amounts of

at TMI-2 is smell

increase as the clennup

is expedited in order to eliminate

that the

funding

to the Congress
viability
Our purpose

is
in

is to do all

r.umplp.tion of all TMI-2

TMI; s not yet behi nd us.

...

~.would now like to have Dr. Snyder. Director

of the Three Mile Island Program

~.j

Officc,present the more detailed

NRC testimony.
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Mr. Chairman,
Co~iss;on

I am pleased

staff testimony

1982

to be here today to present

the Nuclear Regulatory

on the status of the cleanup

of Three Mile Island

Unit 2 and the implications

that a prolonged

cleanup

might have on the health

and safety of the TMI-2 work force, as we1l as the general
Chairman

Palladino

th~ prote<;ti
force

on of

testified last October, our principal
the hea 1th and sa fety

at the s.ite. as well

of the

as protection

pub'; c,

...

of the

hea 1th and safety

As NRC

responsibility

is

; ncl udi ng the worK

of the environment.

tha t if the pace of the cl eanup is not aceel era ted.

tria; ntenance

public.

We are concerned

the capabi 1; ty for continued

wi 11 hecome more uncertai

n .. These concerns
-0

were also

conveyed

to you in a letter

frorn the

Commission

on March 22. 1982.

Before I elaborate on our concerns regarding the future status of the plant. I
want to briefly
today.

give you NRC's views on the legislation

you are considering

I will then provide you with a summary of the cleanup progress to date,

The Energy Committee
by th~ Depart1Tlent

substitute

amendment

of the Treasury

to 5.1606 provides

on nuclear

utilities

in order to provide

funds toward the cleanup of TMI-2 over a six-year period.
Palladino
5.1606,

testified

while

the

last fall in connection
Corrrnission

takes

As Chairman

with the original

no position

for an assessment

on the

specific

proposal for
methods

obtaining funds for TMI-2 cleanup propo~ed in this or other legislation,
\'I'e welcome

the

rec~G~cble

~echanism

cpproach

encoliipas~ed

in

the :proposed

for solving this continuing

1egisldtion

pro~lem.

as e

of

o
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~ore than three years
has. been 11loited.

passed

have

The accident

since the accident
left

large

and

progress

bodies

of

very

and in tanks

in

the

in the cleanup
water

contaminated

in

I

the

basement

of the

bui1ding

reactor

Virtually

every

eXP9sed

auxiliary

and fuel handling

of the f1oors,.'wali~

surface

buiidings

The reactor building atmosphere

damage.

cladding •. along'with
throughout

control

the reactor

is probable

It

rod and core

coolant

system.

low~r level of the reactor building.
the reactor vessel,

within
...•• "

.

of the core contains

with a large inventory of

that

system was extensively

part1cles

sma11

structural

with

material

some materials

No one knows

but realistic

a rubble

estimates

some of this materia' and individual

of fuel

and

were distributed
ending

up in the

the actual conditions
suggest

that

of damaged fue1 unci other

ben

degrees.

Lastly. we know that the reactor core

contaminated with fission products.
significant

in the reactor.

to varying

radioactive gases and the water in the reactor coo1ant

suffered

building.

and equit:rnent

was contaminated

was contaminated

nuxiliary

fuel ass~nbl;es

the upper

materials.

are suspected

half
Additionally,

to be fused
C>

"'together.

This

IJ,arch 1979.

is the condition

It is

important

we believe

to note

,for which it was not designed.

that

has existed
the plant

This situation

since

has

causes

inc.>

the a'ccident

-.....l

been in a condition

us increasing

0

~

concern.

rv

N

1

..;

-J

ex>

l~The Nuclear Regulatory
responsibilities

during

Office (TMIPO) within
formally

in March

involved

in mitigating

is dedicated
l":'\Eiot

st~ff

~s 5:aft'~d

Commission's

program for carrying

the TMI-2 cleanup is centered

out its regulatory

in the TMl Program

1980,

the TMIPO evolved
the accident

from

NRC's

and initiat;n~

early

regulatory

the clpan'up.

solely to the cleanup and consists of technical
located
with

Established

the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

both

at

NRC headquarters

~pproximote'y

30 technical

and

nn

mantige:r:ent

site.
end

efforts

The TMIPO

and manageCurrently

ad,;"in;strative

the

TMIPO
staff.
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;management of all NRC TKI-2 cleanup
.procedures and proposals,
State

the commission
highest

,of safety

on major cleanup
category

priority

the

reviews.

The TMIPO efforts

in the auxiliary

present. approximately
has hp.cm cleaned

up,

and fuel handling

70 percent
but

this

have been given the

represents

removal

of the floors, wallS,

buildings

of the contaminated

since ~ome of the most contaminated

and 5) advis1ng

agency.

Within several weeks of the accident. the decontamination
and equipment

of licensee cleanup

and'e.nvl-l'"onmental

actions.

within

2) approval

with DOE, EPA and other Federal and

3) coordination

~} preparation

agencies.

activities.

At

area in these buildings

of 'only

and difficult

was initiated.

100;; of the

radioactivity

area~ were bypassed

and remain

to be cleaned up.
Tn addition to the decontamination efforts to date ;n the auxiliary
handling buildings,

other significant

of the contam;n~ted atmosphere

cleanup accomplishments

and fuel

include:

from the reactor building. proces~;ng of accideroo
-.!

generated water which collected

in auxiliary

building

building

and disposal

of some of the radioactive

waste

gallons

basement,
generated

and shipment
as a result

of rnoderdtely

have been processed.

of cleanup

contaminated

-600.000 9a 11ons of hi ghly

activities.'

water

contami na ted

however,

from auxiliary
water

from

the

cia;

burial

site

d~sposal.

••.•••
'. a>

and

buil di ng basement

of krypton-55 which collected

22 lower level rddiouctive

waste. such as compacted
for

tanks

rv
,f\)

The r~actor bu1lding atmosphere

trash.

during

waste resin containers

generated as ~ result of accident water processing
other low-level

reactor

solid

750,000

building

CJ
•......

none of this water has been permitted to be disposed

was purged of the 45.000 curie inventory
Finally,

tanks and the reactor

Approximately

of and it ;s currently stored in on-site tanks.

the accidQnt.

purging
'-0

and large quantities of

have been shipped

to a cotmer-

-4iThe activities

completed

highly

con~aminated

(approxirnatelY"'3J).OOO

wate.r

quantity of contaminated

sludge

progress

About 5%

building

basement.

and

Another 90.000 gallons of highly

woter remains in the reactor coolRnt system and will require

contaminated

procp.s~in9. Containers of highly
remain on-site

radioactive resin (49) and zeolites (6)

until steps are taken to make these safe for shipment.

th~ hydr;gen

and surfaces

"being

generated.

in the auxiliary

large-scale experimental

The balance

building

program

of

the

for gross decontamination
preliminary

activities

in the building.

to undergo further detailed decontamination.
further decontamination

required

di ffi cul t task

ahead

--

a
over

results indicate that
to support
will have

Decisions on the degree of

await the final results

the defuel

Although

The entire building

levels in the reactor building

RQduced radiation

floors

was conducted

general area radiation levels have not been reduced sufficiently
.~ large scale cleanup

consider-

cOritaminated

most

remain to be cleaned up.

1arge portions of the reactor building.

.• must

toward total

and an unknown

gallons)

remain in the reactor

stil' need to be removed and processed.

ing

only limited

A great deal of difficult work remains to be done.

plant cleanup.
of the

to date represents

from this experiment.

;s a pre-requisite

i ng of the dnmaged core.

for the ~~

a
The defuelin~

o

~

will be a long. carefully
cCllllpletp.d

for

at least

coolant system surfaces
generated

water

controlled

several
wi"

win

wi" require

ultimate

~i~,:;s'Sal.

f.,$

you are

Final1y,

the

schedule

for

the reactor.

l~vel

The higher

and other

the

~
tv
I\,)

.....,

radio-

decontamination

or federal facility for

al' fuel assemblies

~;11 require shipment offsite

aware,

to be

The processed accidenb)

shipment to a c:mnmercial

as appropriate.

:0re debris and internals

disposition.

from water processing

require offsite

disposal or research,

Following defueling,

require decontamination.

active solid waste resulting
activities

years.

effort. which ;s not anticipated

and packaged

for research and/or

c0mpletion

of

these

vital

-5CleanuP

is essentially-

activities

the: availabi1ity

of funds

no end in sight.

we are

indeterloin'a'te

to support

extremely

hecause

the worK.

concerned

With

of uncertainties

only

limited

the future

abOut

regard1ng
and

progress.

status

of the plant

,"-

and the licensee's ~'apabi1ity for maintaining
ade'1udLely

protect

on-site

the

Further delays in completing
The risks associated
for workers atTM!

work

the plant in a stable condition to

and offsite

force

prvo bi1ity
a
workers

for

with indefinite

an indefinite

public

delays of the cleanup are real, especially

per'iod.

involving
will

OYer timp..

radiation

water

in the

as equipment

the

deteriorates

lenknge and subsequent

-0

exposure to CJ
o

increase.

~

auxi1 iary

In 1979.

contaminated

and contaminatp.o several workers.

of hi9h'~
~

to severatCD

efforts to ccntain the leakage.

In 1980.

reactor coolant caused high airborne levels
This past year. an'inaccessible

rc~ctor building in a line connected
during testing. in~reasing

leakage

resul tp.d in overexposure

building

workerS during subsequent maintenance
another leak of highly

Currently

that the present situation will

Several incidents of this type have already occurred.
contaminatp.d

long term.

the

nnd. to a lesser extent, for the pub1ic offsite.

of incidents

and the

over

the cleanup can no longer be tolerated.

the pla~t is safe but no one can give assurnnccs
rer.'lain stable

public

valve in the

to the reactor coolant system started leaking

the normal system leaKage by aDnut a factor of ten

until the source ~ould be identified

and the valve rese~ted.

During each of the

first four months of 1982, separate 1ncidents have occurred.

In JanuarY. workers

;nr,crted

radioactive

an air

hose in a contominated

into the auxiliary

huilding atmosphere.

monitors within the building,
in Lhe p13nt e~haust stack.
<;;;,'\p1e the
9Gse~.

cont..ain;;"ent

po:.sibly

floor

and spread

material

This caused alarms on 'ocD1 radiation

as well alarms on the effluent re'e~se monitor
In February

bui1dlng

hydrogen.

drain

These

atmosphere
readings

~orne portdble
indicated
were

instruments
the

c:;ubc,eq~ent'y

pre~ence
shewn

used to
of cCfiibustible
to

be

,

.
-6but

Cr"roneous.

before

not

the

licensee

declar~d

unu$ual

an

event"

Il

(~he

lowest

,
I

level

to

in their

locill

~ergency

In March.

officials.

HiClkcup water

response-plan)

was noted

to

and made the

another

be going

it was determined

a possible leak.

spillage of ubout 150 gallons

ll

ttllnusua1

into

the

required

e ..••
ent

rCQctor
.
...•

..• .,

offsite

was declared

coolant

notification

when increased
indicat1ng

system,

that a valve was leaking which resulted

of water onto the floor whencuntaminated

from the reactor coolant pur1f1cation

were removed.

system

in

filters

Although

each of

these events did not cause any harm. they did cause considerable concern among
drea citizens."

Just two weeks ago. a health physics

exit from the containment

building

1~ took np.arly ~n hour before

incident

does

clearly

was unable to

because the airlock doors, were jammed shut.

the doors

could be opened.

;ndiv;du~l was never in any danger and re~eived
this

tcchnician

oniy minimal

the potentitl1

show one of

Although

risks

this

radiation
that

exist

exposure

t

for the

TMI cleanup workers .
as the result

.r-tlevitab1y,

of re5trict~d

access

high radiation

levels persist. maintenanc~

~qu;pm(:!f1t will

continue

to Dccur in the
small

future.

to deteriorate.

to areus

will continue
Similar

The frequency

of the

and

risks

noW. are

1 ikely

to increase

as the cleanup

on exceedingly

sma",

but not zero, probability

facility

in which

to be limited and

probl~,s

can

from these

C>

he anticipated

pvents.

is prolonged.

although

There;s

for a criticality

0
-J

0
~

also

accident

f',i
N

in -J
Q;)

the react.or

vesse1.

The present

at h~d~t a ClHocra is inserted

core

configuration

to obtain

information.

will

remain

unkno\tn

until

There is even some small

pot~nt;a' for a criticality event outside of the core b~cau~e of the unknown
qUdntity of fuel materials which were tr~nsported out of th~ reactor pressure
vessel.

To the best of. our ability.

approved

and cunducted

to preclude.

al' cleanup ~ctiviti~s
with a large margin

have been planned,

of safety.

criticality

-7anywhere within

the plant.
to date hav~ been of a controllab1e

While the inridents
inconceivable

that

a future

leakage

incident

leakage from the reactor cool~nt system.

could

Reactor

system

val ves

and other

Considering

components

in an unisolab1e

result

the p1ant condition,

such leakage cannot be ruled out, and this possibility
to us.

it is not

nature,

is of serious concern

ha'" e the

1 i ke11 hood

grea test

of failure. However, we are also concerned about the condition of the 52
instrument

tubes

which penetrate

the bottom of the reactor

ann conStitute a part of the reactor coolant
were 5ubmerg~d in the highly contaminated
reactor
quent

building
i(~dkage

b~scment

through

rate from failures
us"e of the

safety

to contaminated

three

These tubes

corrosive

years.

vessel

water in the

Corrosion

~co

in the reactor coolant system boundary were high enough,

~N

been

water.

tubes

and equ i pment

used

would

be unis01ab1e.

and subse-O o
leakage

any of those

systems

equipment has not

system boundary.

and possibly

for approximately

pressure

waul d be requ ired.

since before the accident

If

the

Much of thi s

or previously

.....io.J
N

subjccted~

If an incident of this type occurs prior to'completing

defueling of the core, the cleanup

would be sctbacx

and beccme even more

difficult than presently anticipated.
Experience has shown that delays in cleanup cau~e rad;oa~tive contamination to
be more difficult

to remove from surfaces

"soak into" concrete

,

I

surfaces,

reason.

the

and equipment.

and rusting of metallic

problem.

For this

cleanup

r~didtion

exposure as further delays

will

result.

be more

Radioactivity

tends to

surfaces compounds

the

co.stly

in terms

of worker

-8-

,

Tr.e mpchanical

of com?onents

deteriorat~on

plant's

ability

to respond

~dverse

events

to

(e. 9 •• fi re)

natural

thereby

phenomena

is small,

environment
eVp.nts

occurring
.

disposal

'\~aste

ris~s

activities

to the workers

Although the likel1hood
release

probability

the

at

the TMI-2 site

to the
for such

of all cleanup

win

el iminate

of inadvertent

the

offsite

o

releases.

The.damaged

fuel and other materials

o

for many hundreds of years.
'. ;

and other

the timely completion

and all possibility

radioactive

deGentarninatcd,

Only

and

the

t; to cont i nued 5 ucceS$.

threa

a radiation

in

exist.

does

increases with time.

and radioactive

associated

or a fire resulting

time may reduce

tornados),

and stored waste.

possibility

the

(e.g.,

pos i n9 po ten ti~J

ful cont~inment of TMI.2 contamination
of severe natura1 phenomena

systems over

and

at the TMI

site

The threat remains until

;s removed from the site

the fuel

will

remain

radioactive

the facilities

are

and all radioactive

wastes

~)

are

disposed of safeiy.

In ~ud;tion
is further

to the increased
delayed,

we are equally

to p1unt workers.
stP.ps necessary

to en5ure

10ng" time

wi1l be exposed

that

concerned

to

due

radiation

radiation

and will

zones wi"

to maintain

toward

unnecessary

cleanup.

radiation

exposures

to assure

that the licensee takes all

exposures

to the workers

to 1ack. of adequate

activities.

be required

about

as the clJanup

releases

However, as the cleanup

performing maintenance

progress ;s made

of radioactive

The NRC wiil continue

low as reusonably achievable.
unnecessarily

possibility

accumulate

the status

is stretched over an

finances,

increased

These activities
quo,

are kept as

workers

inevitably

exposures

whl1e '

by wor~ers in radiation

even

though

little

or no

-9-

It

is siQPly

~anner

imperative

that the pace of the cleanup

and that the financial

~s quickly
of the

~ite

problems

In the

as possible.

which

interests

of

are hindering
p.rote,ctlng

and general

public

we would

in an expeditious

this pace be resolved
thehcdlth

..'

..

workers

be conducted

support

and safety

any initiatives

to

e~peditc the cleanup.
The r.oncern is more
bel~tedl'y

brinying

and dema.nds the

.

the

govern:r.cnt,

the

one.

TMI-2 accident

The issup. of expediting
to a conclusion

of, and resolution

attention

by. the

is

the cleanup

of national

and

imporbnce

Administration,

indLJ~try,

the

will

perpetuate

.

CcnJrl-'~S

~ituation

than a lucal

and qovernment

at 1Ml,
the

having
industry

agencies.

significant
and,

most

Anything

impacts
importantly,

less

on the local

population,

the

t.he nation.

This concludes my prepared test)mony ~nd 1 would he glad to en5wer
the Co~mittee might

an intolerable

any questions

have.
'CD

OJ

.-,u

.,
OD

t-l

N

.

~
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